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Abstract: Nursing education and the nursing profession must go hand by hand to emphasize efforts to improve knowledge in ethical decision-making and professional deontology. The nursing profession in Spain has struggled for legislation of the profession as well as a professional code of ethics. Based on the ethical specifications for nursing practice, it is evident that education in nursing ethics is of the most importance and should be emphasized as an integral component of higher-level nursing education. Nursing schools should seek to establish programs that effectively integrate the humanities with the biotechnological aspects of the profession and define strategies for monitoring nursing professionals who graduate from those schools.
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Advances in science, technology, and pharmaceutical treatments have overwhelmed ethics(1). This inexorable technological progress has resulted in a progressively widening gap between those who believe that human values and laws alone must somehow regulate the advancement of science, and those who are convinced that the evolution of mankind, biotechnology, and science should be permitted and supported without restriction(2). This latter view reveals a clearly anthropocentric perspective grounded in beliefs in the greatness of the human race, in the power of the mind over biological structures and processes, and in the supremacy of intelligence over morality. On the one hand, these major developments have produced a sense of awe and admiration, as well as fear of the potential tyranny, ungovernability, and dominance of the relatively small group of people who make up the scientific community. On the other hand, they have spawned the dilemma of accepting and supporting these developments in the face of pressure from religious and other beliefs that portray biotechnology as signaling the advance of the “evil empire,” the loss of values, and a lack of regard for human dignity. Bioethics, a term coined by Potter, is concerned with building a bridge between the two entities, bios and ethos(3).

Does this situation affect the work of the nurse? Of course, the nurse must face this difficulty every time she serves on a scientific health-care team or participates actively in research, in direct patient care, in teaching, in defining government policies, and in the implementation of disciplinary codes, among others. Bioethics has emerged, then, as a field of study concerned with ensuring that these substantial and important scientific advances are balanced by a sense of responsibility and respect for other human beings as well as for life itself(4). Bioethics seeks and contributes solutions to the emerging dilemmas that are morally permissible and legally framed, as in the case of the United Nations and its Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), whose aim is to reach agreements that allow the regulated advance of science while preserving its commitment to humanity, all forms of life, the environment, and the biosphere, as well as emphasizing the responsibility of the more-developed countries toward the less-developed ones(5).

Throughout history, going all the way back to the principles laid out in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics (Aristotle, trans. 1908)(6), moral values and ethical principles have regulated the actions of health-care personnel and their relationships with patients. But is this what society expects of us? Why is it necessary to teach bioethics? How is bioethics learned? Medicine and nursing, in their eagerness to study man, his complexity, scientific advances, and economic trends, have left to one side the study and enrichment of human spirituality. Indeed, they have underestimated the importance of the study of the humanities in general, producing in most cases a loss of sensitivity to the actual situation of the patient and of the community(3,7).

If we focus on the nursing student and consider the scant interest shown by nursing students in ethics, at least as it is traditionally taught, it is valid to propose that bioethics be learned, in the context of contemporary education, as a tool that will allow the nurse to acquire from the earliest years of his or her professional career not only a special sensitivity for what happens in the immediate environment, but also a broad perspective of the wider world, with reference to its plurality and diversity(7,8). The teaching of bioethics must include theoretical ethical concepts, but such theoretical knowledge is not sufficient; acting ethically requires internalization of the meaning of these concepts and the construction of a moral conscience. Thus, ethics should be taught not only to ensure that students are aware of ethical principles and can recognize ethical and unethical behavior, but also to achieve a favorable change in their own behavior that will be encouraging to the patient(9). This teaching of bioethics should be continuous and must allow for small-group discussion of cases of interest to students to enhance dialogue between students and faculty members(3,7).

The training of nurses must certainly address the classic scientific, clinical, biotechnological, research, administrative, and management themes, but the survival of the nursing profession demands that emphasis be placed on social problems, coexistence of a diverse population,
solidarity, principles and values, and, most important, caring for oneself, for others, and for nature and the environment (10). Above all, the teaching of bioethics must reinforce the student’s respect for human dignity and life. The bioethics curriculum should include educational models that not only teach the knowledge, skills, and attitudes required for the competent delivery of health care, but also guide the student to acquire the ability to solve problems, to be able to independently seek needed information, and thus be transformed into a true professional. The nursing student must receive all the information and education needed to enable her to develop in her imagination a broad, universal, prejudice-free conception of ethical dilemmas that she will face in the course of her student life and in the development of her professional career, be it in research, teaching, management, business, or other arenas (11). The nurse must become sensitive to poverty, hunger, injustice, violence, and corruption, but especially to inequality, the pain and suffering of the less fortunate. In short, the nurse must become the defender of the rights of the patient: the patient’s advocate (12).

In order to be an effective member of multidisciplinary teams, the nurse must keep in mind that although she works closely with physicians, she is a professional, with her own competencies to demonstrate and ethical standards to meet. The nurse should understand that her personal responsibility is not diluted in that of the doctor, and that her actions cannot be defended by the concept of carrying out medical orders (10, 13). Nurses must deal constantly with ethical dilemmas related to contraception and natural regulation of fertility, abortion, assisted reproduction, the dilemmas of old age, pain and death, palliative care, euthanasia and the right to die with dignity, the distribution of resources, defense of patient autonomy, research, the nurse-patient relationship, informed consent, professional confidentiality, communicating honestly with the sick, responsibility toward other health-care professionals and patients, and the humanization of care. Each of these issues can compromise and jeopardize the nurse’s actions (14, 15).

The nursing profession in Spain has struggled for legislation of the profession as well as a professional code of ethics to ensure that nurses themselves are the judges of actions among their ranks that could have a negative impact on the nursing profession (16). A 2003 law on the health professions in Spain defines the nursing profession as “corresponding to the university degree in nursing management, evaluation, and provision of nursing care aimed at the promotion, maintenance, and recovery of health and the prevention of diseases and disabilities” (17). This same law states that disciplinary problems with regard to ethics will be addressed by the General Council of each profession (in this case the nursing profession), which applies its own penalties under its particular code of ethics, regardless of any other civil or penal sanctions that the Spanish courts might apply to such criminal acts. For example, Chapter 10, Article 56 of the Code of Ethics of Spanish Nurses states that “the nurse takes responsibility for all decisions at the individual level that must be taken in exercising the profession”; hence the decisions, as well as their consequences, must be documented. In the absence of documentation or owing to negligent actions deriving from this lack, the nurse’s own profession can apply sanctions according to the Code of Ethics, but the civil and criminal justice systems may also penalize the nurse for negligence in the practice of her profession if it results in harm to others (18).

Based on the ethical specifications for nursing practice, it is evident that education in nursing ethics is of the utmost importance and should be emphasized as an integral component of higher-level nursing education (18). Nursing schools should seek to establish programs that effectively integrate the humanities with the biotechnological aspects of the profession and define strategies for monitoring nursing professionals who graduate from those schools. Nursing education and the nursing profession must go hand by hand to emphasize efforts to improve knowledge in ethical decision-making and professional deontology (11).

Currently, a new, harmonized model of higher education is emerging in Europe (19). In recent years, the creation of the European Higher Education Area has prompted profound changes within the Spanish university system conducive
to the standardization of university qualifications in order to allow free movement and exchange of students and graduates among countries. New plans will soon be implemented that will lead to changes in the structure and organization of educational materials, in the methodology of granting credit with particular emphasis on learning methods, and in the procedures for assessing skills (20). Beginning in 2010, these changes will bring greater uniformity of nursing education across Europe. The new graduate programs in nursing are considering the integration of the subjects of deontology and professional ethics into the nursing curriculum. This will ultimately result in a higher level of knowledge among European nursing students of bioethics, professional ethics, and professional deontology (21).
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